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Eagle River Fire

Protection District 
Station: 7 

Shifts Or Platoon: C Shift

Location: 
SUNRIDGE PHASE II - BUILDING G 
1061 BEAVER CREEK BLVD 
AVON CO 81620 

Lat/Long: 
N 39° 38′ 10.99″ 
W 106° 32′ 17.3″

Zone: 
7-3 - Avon Core 
Location Type: 1 - Street address 

Incident Type: 
111 - Building fire

FDID: 03725 
Incident #: 2021-2100718 
Exposure ID: 57184619 
Exposure #: 0 
Incident Date: 04/11/2021 
Dispatch Run #: ER21101003 

Report Completed by: Hayes , Bryce             ID: 0077             Date: 04/18/2021  

Report Reviewed by: Woodworth , Mick             ID: 0019             Date: 04/27/2021  

Report Printed by: Woodworth, Mick             ID: 0019             Date: 4/27/2021  Time: 14:29

Structure Type: Enclosed building Property Use: 429 - Multifamily dwelling

Automatic Extinguishment System Present:
 

Detectors Present:  Cause of Ignition: Cause under investigation

Aid Given or Received: Mutual aid received Primary action taken: 11 - Extinguishment by fire service personnel

Additional actions: 12 - Salvage & overhaul , 21 - Search  

Losses Pre-Incident Values   
Property: $1,500,000.00  Property: $6,900,000.00  Civilian Injuries: 0  Fire Service Injuries: 0  
Contents: $250,000.00  Contents: $1,150,000.00  Civilian Fatalities: 0  Fire Service Fatalities: 0  
Total: $1,750,000.00  Total: $8,050,000.00  Total Casualties: 0  Total Fire Service Casualties: 0  

Total # of apparatus on call: 7 Total # of personnel on call: 19

Special Studies

COVID 19 was a factor in this incident. No, COVID 19 was not a factor.

Neighboring Agencies

Agency Name: Avon Police Department
Agency ID:
Agency Type: Law

Agency Name: Eagle County Paramedics
Agency ID:
Agency Type: EMS Mutual Aid

Agency Name: Eagle County Sheriff's Office
Agency ID:
Agency Type: Law

Agency Name: Greater Eagle Fire
Agency ID: 03720
Agency Type: Fire

Agency Name: Holy Cross Energy
Agency ID:
Agency Type: Utilities

Agency Name: Vail Fire
Agency ID: 03745
Agency Type: Fire

Agency Name: Xcel Energy
Agency ID:
Agency Type: Utilities

https://secure.emergencyreporting.com/filedownload.php?FileGuid={1D8E005D-76F3-4F79-A3C6-62D5B9BA63FF}
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Narrative from dispatch: 

20210411135352MD ABOUT SIZE OF 20210411135352MD ** LOI search completed at 04/11/21 13:53:52
20210411135355MD A CAMPFIRE 20210411135359MD ON THE BALCONY 20210411135401MD ** STATION ALERTED --
TONES 20210411135409MD FLAMES REACHING 1 FOOT TALL 20210411135428MD THINK A CIGARETTE WAS LEFT ON THE
BALCONY 20210411135459MD RP IS SAFE NOW 20210411135510MD FLAMES ARE GETTING HIGHER 20210411135521MD
** Alarm level updated to 1 20210411135521MD ** Recommended unit E7 for requirement ENGINE_ALL (1.5 mi) 20
210411135521MD ** Recommended unit BAT12 for requirement BAT12 (3.5 mi) 20210411135521MD ** Recommended unit
E12 for requirement ENGINE_ALL (3.5 mi) 20210411135521MD ** Recommended unit E11 for requirement SPENG (3.6 mi)
20210411135521MD ** Recommended unit TWR3 for requirement TWR3 (7.5 mi) 20210411135521MD ** Recommended
unit BAT3 for requirement BAT3 (20.4 mi) 20210411135521MD ** No recommendation for requirement NEXT ALARM LEVEL
7 E7 F07 F07  

NARRATIVE (2)

Narrative Title: PIO12 Narrative

Narrative Author: LeClair, Tracy

Narrative Date: 04/12/2021 10:41:08

Narrative Apparatus ID: PIO12

Narrative:  
At 13:53, crews were dispatched to a report of a fire on a balcony in the Sunridge apartments in Avon. The flames were
reported to be growing rapidly, so I responded in my personal vehicle from my location. Once on scene, I checked in with
Bat12 and then began working with Avon PD to determine potential sheltering needs for residents of the affected units.
 
When Xcel Energy arrived on scene, I coordinated with them to ensure gas was shut off to the entire block of buildings,
and confirmed that the only gas appliances were fireplaces so would cause no issues in habitability should the gas need to
remain off for an extended period of time. I subsequently coordinated with Holy Cross Energy to ensure power was shut off
to the entire block of buildings, and to evaluate the ability to selectively restore power to unaffected units once fire
operations were completed.
 
I notified the Eagle County Emergency Manager, and requested that representatives of the Salvation Army and American
Red Cross contact me to begin discussions regarding temporary and long term sheltering needs. I also made contact with a
George and Elliott who worked for the property management company, and was able to get a contact for a Steve Lay, the
property manager (cell: 307-264-9522/office: 970-949-1267). I kept up routine conversation with Mr. Lay throughout the
conclusion of ERFPD's management of the incident. Mr. Lay was contacting a private security company to assist with scene
security, in addition to instructing his employees to board up what they could.
 
In total, 33 persons and 2 pets were placed in temporary housing at the Comfort Inn and Suites in Avon. SA and ARC will
work with those individuals who will be displaced for a longer period of time (potentially at least 5 units).
 
After clearing the scene, I requested that Fire Marshal Woodworth contact the property manager regarding the
investigation and insurance considerations.
 
The following day, I continued conversations with SA/ARC and the property manager to determine long term needs and
whether Eagle County could provide additional assistance.
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NARRATIVE (3)

Narrative Title: Incident Command (Second IC)

Narrative Author: Hayes, Bryce

Narrative Date: 04/18/2021 17:09:39

Narrative Apparatus ID: BT12

Narrative:  
Eagle River Fire (E7, E11, E12, Batt. 12), Vail Fire (Tower 3, Batt. 3), and Eagle County Paramedics (Medic 7) were
dispatched to listed location for a report of a structure fire. I responded from St. 12 with no delays. Enroute, I advised the
RP to pull an alarm pull station as the fire development was rapid with numerous 911 callers.
 
E7 arrived on scene and confirmed a working fire on the second floor of a three story multi-family structure, offensive
strategy, Sunridge Command. Command (LT7) asked second due to pull a second line off E7 for primary search and check
for extension on the second floor.
 
As I approached the scene I could see a header from Hwy. 6, and pulling into the complex the fire had advanced to all
three stories and the roof. I requested a second Tower (Tower 9).
 
On scene, I did a quick check-in with LT7 via radio who stated they had pulled a line, performed a transitional attack and
were searching the fire unit (G201).
 
I took over Command from LT7 and advised Vail we were remaining in the offensive strategy, conducting fire attack and
search, Ops radio traffic moved to Talkaround, Command remaining on ES1.
 
E11 did face to face with LT7 who stated primary was clear in the fire unit and to begin searching adjacent units. E11
searched the rest of the second floor (Charlie Exposure Unit), and then moved their line up to the third for primary on 3.
Primary search complete on floors 2 & 3, all clear.
 
E12 arrived on scene and were directed to establish a water supply, and perform a 360. After completing those tasks E12
conducted a secondary search on the second and third floors and began to check for extension on 3.
 
Tower 3 directed to back into E7 on the west side and get the bucket to begin roof operations as the fire had extended into
the roof.
 
Battalion 3 arrived and filled the role of Support Officer and became a forward observer. Batt. 3 conducted 360's, managed
roof operations, and collaborated with myself to form a plan for the fire attack which appeared to have made it into the
exterior roof of the second floor, the ceiling of the third floor and possibly the walls of the Bravo 1 Exposure (Building H).
 
PIO 12 arrived and became a liaison between Avon PD, Sheriff, property manager, Holy Cross Energy, and Salvation Army.
 
Battalion 12-1 arrived and stated he had learned the building contained Asbestos. This was relayed to all companies several
times with the necessity to remain on air throughout the operation.
 
Crews continued to perform overhaul searching for fire extension performing numerous inspection cuts throughout G & H
Buildings. Tower 3 made the roof via ground ladders and began to attack the fire on the second floor exterior when they
reported it felt spongey and exited.
 
The roof outside the second floor continued to burn. It was discovered the material was metal painted brown and was
covering the old roof membrane which was reported to contain asbestos where the fire was deep seated.
 
Several crews began to overhaul the roof of the second floor unit with straight streams and cutting the metal off to get to
the fire.
 
Building H crews continued to monitor conditions and were confident the fire had not breached the fire wall into that
building.
 
Once roof crews and interior crews confirmed that they had no more fire and that the fire wall between G & H had held we
called fire out.
 
PRV-12 and myself worked with Avon PD to get residents back into their units for critical items based off where their unit
was located and the amount of damage it had sustained.
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PIO-12 worked with local agencies to secure housing for displaced tenants.
 
All crews performed Decon procedures on-scene and remained out of service until their back up gear was placed in-service.
 
Scene was turned over to PRV-12 who worked with the Avon Building Inspector and HOA manager to determine the next
steps.
 
See Unit Narratives for further information about actions taken.
 
 
 
 

NARRATIVE (4)

Narrative Title: Unit Narrative

Narrative Author: Bailey, John

Narrative Date: 04/12/2021 19:29:37

Narrative Apparatus ID: E11

Narrative:  
E-11 was dispatched to a report of a structure fire in Sunridge building G. E-11 responded from the Avon core. While
enroute dispatch updated that the second floor apartment was on fire and had flames extending six feet from the roof and
growing. E-7 arrived on scene and requested that second due pull a back up hose line to the second floor for primary
search and check for extension. Upon arrival on scene, E-11 pulled a second 1.75" line off E-7 and stretched it to the
second floor for primary search and check for extension. Acting officer Bailey went face to face with E-7 LT Nagle at which
time E-7 gave an all clear of the fire unit and instructed E-11 to begin searching the adjacent units. E-11 cleared the charlie
side second floor unit 201 then advanced that hose line to the third floor. E-11 cleared unit 302 above the fire unit first,
then proceeded to clear the remaining units on the third floor. E-11 forced the door to unit 304 to ensure an all clear. Upon
completion of a primary all clear of the third floor, building G, E-11 returned to the third floor unit above the fire unit and
began to check for extension and hot spots. E-11 cut an inspection hole in the kitchen wall above the sink with nothing
found, cut an inspection hole in the back bedroom facing the alpha side and found a void space that was above the fire
unit. The void space contained low heat and smoke but no signs of active fire. E-11 opened attic hatches in the common
stairway in unit 302 above the fire. No heat, no flames visible however the attic space contained smoke. At this time E-11
crew required a recycle to swap bottles, E-12 took our place to continue to search for extension.
E-11 recycled and BC-12 assigned E-11 to the fire unit to begin overhaul and search for hot spots. E-11 firefighters began
to pull ceiling and drywall in the furthest west bedroom at which time they discovered three hot spots that were exposed
and extinguished. Barry and Bailey placed valuables and electronics from the west bedroom and placed them in the
bathroom. E-11 crew depleted air and reported to rehab on the alpha side.
Upon completion of rehab E-11 was assigned to take over for E-15 at building H and continue to monitor for extension and
hazards. Bailey reported to LT Swaner, who passed on that they had made multiple inspection holes in units 303, 304,
finding no heat but were air monitoring for toxic gases. Bailey and FF Calvin accessed units 303 and 304 with a gas
detector and noted CO levels up to 7 PPM and HCN up to 3 PPM. E-11 ventilated both units while checking the 100 and 200
level units. all units on 100 and 200 levels were clear and non toxic. Upon returning to unit 304 it was noted the gases
were coming in from the inspection holes that accessed a common building void space. E-11 covered the inspection holes
with plastic and duct tape and continued to ventilate. E-11 assisted residents of unit 303 to pack valuables from the unit.
Unit 304 residents did not arrive to retrieve any valuables so E-11 verified that no toxic gases were found and left windows
and sliding door cracked to continue ventilation of smoke. E-11 secured the door to unit 304 and taped off access to the
unit with PD crime scene tape.
At this time E-11 was cleared of the assignment and Bailey was requested to check building G unit 101 for signs of heat on
his thermal imaging camera. No signs of heat were found, Bailey and E-11 crew reported to decon. Upon completion, E-11
was cleared by command. E-11 clear, out of service for maintenance.
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NARRATIVE (5)

Narrative Title: INET Notes (Full)

Narrative Author: Hayes, Bryce

Narrative Date: 04/12/2021 11:47:40

Narrative Apparatus ID: n/a

Narrative:  
ABOUT SIZE OF
A CAMPFIRE
ON THE BALCONY
FLAMES REACHING 1 FOOT TALL
THINK A CIGARETTE WAS LEFT ON THE BALCONY
RP IS SAFE NOW
FLAMES ARE GETTING HIGHER
NOW 6 FEET TALL
FLAMES REACHING ROOF
ANOTHER CALLER 917 345 9831
ANOTHER CALLER/ 602-696-7588
BAT12 - HAVE AN RP PULL A PULL STATION ON WAY OUT
E7 - CONFIRMED STRUCT FIRE ON 2ND FLOOR, OFFENSIVE STRATEGY, SUNRIDGE CMD
ANOTHER CALL 405-714-7676
BAT12 - REQ TWR9
G202 -G102 AND 104 ARE EMPTIED
DOES APD NEED HELP AND WHERE SHOULD THEY GO
BAT12 - TAKING CMD
ANOTHER CALLER 303 913 1722
ONE PARTY IN G103, JUST GOT OUT OF THE SHOWER
BAT12 - HAVE E12 SECURE WATER SUPPLY, HAVE TWR3 MOVE TO TAKE POSITION FOR ROOF
605 - UNABLE TO CONFIRM CLEARANCE 303 AND 304
1212 -- MC - MAKING CONTACT
BAT12 - TAKING CMD. FIRE ATTACK AND SEARCH REQ. ON TALKAROUND, CMD CHAN ON ES1
W/ PARTY AT ORIGINATING UNIT
NEXT TO ENGINE 7
CHIEF/DIRECTORS SENT
TRACY IS PIO FOR STRUCT FIRE 970-471-5284
ERWSD ADVISED
1212 IS TRYING TO MAKE SURE THE UNIT ABOVE IS EMPTY
FIRE LEADERS EVERBRIDGE SENT
1221- ELDERLY MALE IN G-102 W/DISABILITY
1221-IOS AT G-102
1237- THEY SAID THEY HAVE EVERYONE OUT/1221 CAN DISREGARD
RP INFO FROM ALARM COMPLANY: GEORGE MERRETT 970 376 2666 ETA 45 MINUTES
FIRST ALARM EVERBRIDGE SENT FOR ERFPD/VFD/GEFPD
WS1 - SENDING A TRUCK
EM1 IS AVAILABLE, WILL CONTACT TRACI LECLAIR TO SEE WHAT SHE MIGHT NEED
CALLING BLACK HILLS
^^^CORRECTION /CALLING XCEL ELEC
XCEL ELECTRIC WILL CALL BACK
CALLING XCEL GAS
KEYHOLDER // RICARDO RAMIREZ 30 MIN ETA IN SILVER BMW 970-331-2101
BAT12 - REQ E15
WLD92 - MANPOWER PAGE
HOLY CROSS IS SENDING SOMEONE
BAT12 - MANPOWER FOR EAGLER RIVER FIRE CALL CHF WILSON 977-1020
BAT12 - SEARCH ON ALL 3 FLOORS, IT IS ALL CLEAR
BAT12 -20 MIN STATUS, STILL OFFENSIVE, UNK WHERE FIRE HAS REACHED
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613 IS WITH COMMAND
BAT12 - CLEAR TWR9 DUE TO LACK OF ACCESS FOR MORE APARATUS
TWR9 -- RQ - RETURNING TO QUARTERS
WLD92 - CANCEL MANPOWER FOR STATION 9
BIRCH - REQ SHELTER, CALL SALVATION
SALVATION ARMY WILL CALL TRACY LECLAIR DIRECT
OWNER OF G-201 LAUREN HARRISON 970 376 5376
BAT12 - STATUS CHECK - REMAINING OFFENSIVE, CHECKING FOR EXTENTION, NO ADTL NEEDS
BAT12 -- FC - FIRE UNDER CONTROL
BAT12 - LOSS HAS STOPPED
617 - AVAILABLE FOR ANY CALLS
BAT12 -- FO - FIRE OUT
F-303
GUASSESCHI, KRISANN - G-204 WITH 2 ADULTS
CALLED DAN SMITH TO GET THEM HOUSING POSSIBLY IN COMFORT INN
PER 615
VM LEFT FOR DAN SMITH
DAN SMITH ADVISING THAT THERE ARE 20 ROOMS BLOCKED AT COMFORT INN
AT SOME POINT
PIO12- RELEASED BY CMD
(269)364-5567 BRINGING HIM DOWN NOW
^DISREGARD WRONG CALL
BAT12- CMD TURNED OVER TO PRV12
ES1 CLEARED
PRV12- ALL FIRE UNITS CLEAR
615 -- DISPO: HBO, CLOSING: SCENE TURNED OVER TO PROP MGMT
WHICH WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SECURITY
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NARRATIVE (6)

Narrative Title: E12 Unit Narrative

Narrative Author: Rader, Micah

Narrative Date: 04/12/2021 16:30:19

Narrative Apparatus ID: E12

Narrative:  
CAD#21-101003 
ERIR#685 
1st Alarm Structure Fire 
Sunridge G 
1061 W. Beaver Creek Blvd 
E12 crew of 4  
Rader 
 
ERFPD/E12 was dispatched to the above location for a 1st alarm structure fire. 
E12 responded emergent from quarters. 
While en-route dispatch and MDT notes indicated flames on porch. 
ESPS/Medic arrived on scene and advised working fire. 
 
E12 arrived on scene. 
E12 was initially assigned to pull a second line off E7 and go to the 2nd floor. E11 arrived on scene and they handled that
assignment.   
 
We were then assigned to establish the water supply for E7(fire attack pumper). I pulled the 5inch to the hydrant and then
the crew established water supply.  While the crew was establishing a water supply, I was assigned to conduct a 360 walk
around. I reported (to command) the following conditions on the Charlie side: there was brown smoke coming from the
eaves of the roof, there was also smoke coming from the gable end of the roof line.  My assignment was taken over by
Batt3 and I reported back to the Alpha side and joined my crew on deck. 
 
We were then assigned to conduct a secondary search of the affected area of the building. 
Secondary all clear, left side units floors 1, 2, 3. 
 
We were then assigned to take over the 3rd floor from E11.   
Hot spots were found in the back 2 bedrooms on the left. The first was in the back right corner of the right bedroom. The
wall was opened up and active fire was encountered in the walls and extinguished. This area exposed the room below as
well as the roof area for the second-floor fire unit balcony. The area under the windows were opened up in both bedrooms
(on the alpha wall) to expose the roof area joining with the exterior wall. These areas were cooled with water. The crew
had to recycle to get fresh SCBA bottles during this operation. Assignment complete and the crew was sent to rehab. 
 
Once the crew was released from rehab we assisted with gathering all tools and equipment from the building. We also
helped reload E7. 
 
E12 deconned and released. 
E12 clear and available. 
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NARRATIVE (7)

Narrative Title: E7 Unit Narrative

Narrative Author: Nagle, Bryan

Narrative Date: 04/12/2021 18:32:59

Narrative Apparatus ID: E7

Narrative:  
Engine 7 was dispatched to 1061 W. Beaver Creek Blvd for a Structure Fire at Sunridge Building G. Engine 7 copied tones
and responded on ES-1.
 
Dispatch updated that there was a structure fire at building G with a roof fire and six foot flame lengths with multiple
callers. Medic 7 arrived on scene of a 3 story residential structure with a confirmed fire and investigating.
 
Engine 7 arrived on scene of a 3 story structure with a work structure fire on the second floor. Engine 7 was in the
offensive strategy with Sunridge command established. It was noted that there were multiple Law Enforcement Officer on
all levels of the stairwell area knocking on doors for evacuations. It was also noted that there was multiple occupants
evacuating the structure. Engine 7 was a crew of 3 upon arrival. FF Bertrand stretched a 1-3/4" line to the alpha side from
the officer's side of the engine for a quick exterior hit. I requested Engine 12 to pull a second line from Engine 7 and head
to the second floor for fire attack and search. As FF Bertrand and Eng. Frederick were establishing the first attack line I
went to attempt a face-to-face with Law Enforcement which was hindered due to the amount of people in the stairwell
areas. Engine 11 radioed that they would be second due. Engine 11 was requested to pull a second line to the second floor
for second floor exposure. FF Bertrand repositioned the initial attack line to the second floor front door of the main fire
unit. FF Maine was on scene and met Engine 7 crew at the front door of the fire unit. FF Maine was masked up and
stretched the line into the unit and went left for fire attack. FF Maine reported that he had a good knock and was ready for
vent. I opened the front door all the way. FF Bertrand was ordered to conduct a primary search of the fire unit. I did a
face-to-face with Acting Company Officer Bailey and stated to search the second floor exposure unit. FF Bertrand reported
all clear in unit G-202. I did a second face-to-face with Acting C/O Bailey and requested him to reposition his line to the 3rd
floor above the fire unit for search and fire extension. I contacted Battalion 12 on ES-1 to provide a report and command
transfer, I was having radio issues. FF Maine and FF Bertrand continued to extinguish fire in the primary fire unit and
conduct overhaul of the unit looking for fire extension. I requested they begin to open up walls and ceiling space in the
living room and two bedrooms towards the alpha side of the structure. I did a face-to-face with Lt. Barry and Acting C/O
Bailey all units on the 3rd floor had a primary search complete. I updated Command on the units that had primary searches
complete on second and third floors. Engine 7 crew did a recycle and continued work in the primary fire unit and alpha
side. FF Maine pulled a 100' section of 1-3/4" handline off of Engine 11 for an exterior exposure protection line. FF Maine
began extinguishing fire on the roof above the main fire unit. FF Bertrand and myself pulled ceiling in the main fire unit in
multiple areas to check for fire extension. Engine 7 crew depleted a second bottle and exited the IDLH atmosphere and
went to rehab. Engine 7 did two rounds to vitals with ECPS Medic 7 with a 10 minute rest period. Engine 7 was cleared to
return to work. Engine 7 went on deck alpha side. Engine 7 crew staged a RIC Pack at the alpha side. I did a face-to-face
with Tower 3 and rotated crews, Engine 7 crew took over roof ops for fire extension. Engine 7 crew accessed the roof from
a 24 foot extension ground ladder and began removing the remaining metal roofing above the main fire unit to check for
hot spots. No hot spots found or remaining fire extension. Engine 7 crew exited the roof. FF Maine suggested decon. I
requested Eng. Frederick begin setting up a decon location on the driver side of Engine 7. This was relayed to Command.
FF Maine and myself did a final walk through of the second floor and third floor units with thermal imaging cameras to
confirm fire was out. I reported to Command that units 202, 204, and 302 had no signs of remaining heat or fire, fire out.
 
After fire was out Engine 7 crew remained on scene to assist Fire Marshal Woodworth and occupants of building F, G, and
H to return to unit to gather personal items. FF Maine and FF Bertrand were assigned to this task.
 
Engine 7 remained on scene and deconned all members of Engine 7. I did a face-to-face with Command to confirm any
remaining needs. Command stated no further needs. Engine 7 was clear, out of service, and returning to East Dispatch.
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Member Making Report (Lieutenant Bryce Hayes):  

Incident Reviewer (Fire Marshal Mick Woodworth):  

NARRATIVE (8)

Narrative Title: Engine 15 Unit Narrative

Narrative Author: Swaner, Tim

Narrative Date: 04/12/2021 18:18:11

Narrative Apparatus ID: E15

Narrative:  
Engine 15 was dispatched to Sunridge Building G for a structure fire. Engine 15 copied tones and responded.
 
Engine 15 arrived on scene and was assigned to building H to check for fire extension and search.
 
Engine 15 crew conducted a primary search of Building H. Multiple doors were forced to verify that occupants had exited
the structure. No Knox Box keys were available. The primary search was completed with no occupants found. Moderate
smoke was found in the second and third story units on the east side of the building. Units were ventilated. Pet birds found
in H-202 were placed on the back porch of that unit, and command was notified. Secondary search of building H. was
completed.
 
Engine 15 crew made inspection holes on the third floor East units to verify that the fire had not extended into the party
wall. No extension was noted. The smoke appeared to be entering the units through void spaces and utility chases.
 
Engine 15 crew accessed the attic of building H and verified that no fire extension had occurred.
 
Engine 15 crew monitored East third floor units and set up air monitoring. Smoke in third floor units completely dissipated.
No new smoke was entering the units from the void spaces, and no extension was noted through the inspection holes, no
heat was noted on the thermal imaging camera.
 
Engine 15 was relieved by Engine 11. Engine 15 was assigned to On Deck Alpha side.
 
Engine 15 was released by command. Engine 15 Deconned and returned to service.
 
Engine 15 clear and available.

NARRATIVE (9)

Narrative Title: Fire Marshal

Narrative Author: Woodworth, Mick

Narrative Date: 04/27/2021 14:29:10

Narrative Apparatus ID: FP12

Narrative:  
Under Investigation.
 
Building H units affected: 103, 104, 203, 204, 303, 304.
Building G Units affected: 101, 102, 103, 104, 201, 202, 203, 204, 302, 303, 304.
 
Fire Units 101, 201, 302. These units were boarded due to fires impact on structural integrity, not inhabitable.
 
Building H units: electrical, structural and atmospheric issues.
Building G Units non fire: 102, 202- structural and atmospheric issues. 103, 104, 203, 204, 303, 304 atmospheric issues.
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